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Moulding plays a paramount role in our daily life. Traditional moulding is often dedicated and expensive.
As the current market trend moves from mass production towards small batch and large variation pro-
duction, the demand for a mould that can reconfigure itself for different components is greater than ever.
The reconfiguration of mould is often realized through discrete pins. Previous research in that field had
focused on the hardware of pin actuation in order to move pins up or down to represent different com-
ponents and lock the pins at certain positions. Little research has been conducted into support software
development that enables rapid reconfiguration of discrete pins to represent component geometry.

This paper addresses a new method of software development for the reconfigurable mould utilising
discrete pins. The overall aim of the method is to provide an interface for generic discrete pin tooling
in order to enable quick reconfiguration of the mould to represent component geometry. The software
is composed of three parts: part discretization, pin matrix construction and adjustment and pin matrix
verification.
1. Introduction

Moulding plays a paramount role in our daily life. Moulding,
including Injection moulding, vacuum forming, casting, stamping
and forging, is cost effective and is frequently used in mass produc-
tion. Traditional moulding is often dedicated and expensive. Dedi-
cated tooling means that a mould is made for a single product
design and can only be used for production of that particular
design. Any design changes lead to the tooling becoming unsuit-
able for its specific use, and a new one has to be made. Commercial
justification for moulds is traditionally based on the amount of
production volume required. The current manufacturing trend is
moving away from mass production towards small batch and large
variation production. Therefore traditional moulds are increasingly
becoming both less efficient and less economical for the quantity
required. This is simply because of the change-over time for
moulds and the cost of designing and building mould used only
for a short run. Therefore the need for a technology that is capable
of rapid mould redesign and changeover in the same process thus
enabling rapid customisation of a component in day to day opera-
tions is greater than ever in the manufacturing industry.

The solution is to replace the current dedicated moulds with
reconfigurable ones which utilise discrete pins. These pins can be
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moved up or down in the direction of the central axis to represent
the necessary component geometry. In this way, the same batch of
pins can be reconfigured and reused many times. Reconfigurable
moulding is well suited for components that are not of traditional
parametric shapes, as with those commonly seen in industries such
as marine, automotive, aerospace, energy and medical. An example
of a reconfigurable mould that uses discrete pins for sheet metal
forming processing is shown in Fig. 1.

The idea of using discrete pins to produce universal moulds and
fixtures is already well over a century old. As identified by Munro
[2], the first known US patent relating to pin-type reconfigurable
tools was granted to Cochrane [3] in 1863. Since then, many pat-
ents regarding discrete pin mould have been granted. Applications
have included that of sheet metal forming by using large thin-
walled components which have a free-form surface, e.g. the front
panel of the high speed train [4], composite forming [5], prosthesis
for cranioplasty [6] and rapid prototyping [7].

The key to a configurable mould is the capability for its matrix
of pins to move upward or downward to positions determined by
the component geometry and to then lock the matrix of pins into
position. Therefore, pin actuation is critical for the reconfigurable
mould that uses discrete pins. As shown in Fig. 2, according to
pin density, there are two types of pin arrangement: close-packed
[3] where the pins are put next to each other, support each other,
and uniform spaced [3] where pins are evenly distributed, but not
in direct contact with each other. Limited by the space available for
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Nomenclature

CN the name of the component to be moulded
c the number of columns of the discrete-pin matrix
CS the coordination system of the discrete-pin matrix
Dp the nominal diameter of the discrete pins
DPM the discrete-pin matrix
Lp the length of the discrete pins
M types of pin distribution, M = 0 for even distribution,

M = 1 for misaligned distribution
N solutions to avoid dimples, N = 1 for interpolator, N = 2

for filler and N = 3 for machining
Pij the pin in the ith row and jth column of the discrete-pin

matrix, i 2 [1,r], j 2 [1,c]
Pij � a the amount of pin movement for pin Pij

Pij �mx the maximum Z value of the discrete point on the com-
ponent in the area in response to Pij

Pij �mn the minimum Z value of the discrete point on the com-
ponent in the area in response to Pij

Pij � rl the remaining length of pin Pij after pin adjustment for
machining operation on the pins

Pij � x the X coordinate value of pin Pij

Pij � y the Y coordinate value of pin Pij

Pij � z0 the initial Z coordinate value of pin Pij

Pij � z1 the final Z coordinate value of pin Pij after adjustment
PN the name of the discrete-pin matrix
Pt(x, y,z) a node (point) on the component
r the row number of the discrete-in matrix
t thickness of interpolator
Xp the distance between two pins next to each other in X

direction 1
Yp the distance between two pins near to each other in Y

direction
actuation devices, the actuation of uniform spaced pins is relatively
easy compared to that of close-packed ones. For this reason, most
early patents [8–11] of reconfigurable moulds were uniform
spaced. However, there are many problems associated with uni-
form spaced screw-pins: lack of rigidity and there suitability for
components with only simple geometry because of the space
between the pins as it led to insufficiently supported pins and
equally insufficiently represented component geometry from the
pins.

Close-packed pin arrangement is better than uniform spaced
pin moulds as the pins are engaged with each other, supporting
each other to resist loadings from processes and better presenta-
tion of component geometry. However, because the pins are en-
gaged with each other, leaving limited space for the actuation
system, the whole mould system is far more complicated and
expensive. Patents for close-packed screw-pins are reviewed be-
low: Patent [12,13] described a device containing a matrix of close
packed pins for reconfigurable sheet forming. A drive motor and
drive shaft were used for each row/column of the pins. Pin motion
was controlled by an inline clutch/brake combination through a
computer controlled system based on feedback from an encoder
Fig. 1. Reconfigurable mould for sheet metal processing [1]. 2
attached to the lead screw on each pin. This device is very compli-
cated, as it needs a large number of motors, shafts, worm gears and
clutches, etc., which puts it out of reach of wider applications in
industry.

Patents [14,15] were related to reconfigurable moulds and fix-
tures using interlocking screw-pins. Each of the screw-pins was
actuated by computer controlled motors in a serial order. The pins
could be adjusted to a pre-determined position by step motors or
through use of a servo motor with encoder allowing the pins to
stay in position without extra a locking mechanism as it is
mechanically locked and supported by the surrounding pins. The
actuation of the pins is relatively easy and the mould is rigid.

The Reconfigurable Pin Tooling™ technology was developed by
Surface Generation plc [16] using patented pin technology [17–19].
The pin tooling system has a matrix of square shaped pins made of
a consumable tool material. When adjusting a pin, the pin rows
next to the pin being adjusted can be separated automatically to al-
low individual pins, which are mounted on screws, to be adjusted
vertically by rotating them around the central axis. After adjust-
ment, all the square pins are oriented 45� to allow efficient packing
with adjacent rows. Finally, the rough upper surface composed of
adjusted pin ends is CNC machined to produce the final tool shape
without the need for excessive material waste. In this device, pin
tooling is integrated with NC machining, which is considered a
breakthrough in comparison with other prior methods.

Academically, the research group led by Prof. D. Hardt at Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [20–24] was the original
pioneer in the field of reconfigurable pin tooling during the
1980s and 1990s and accordingly conducted systematic analyses
into the impact of discrete pins on moulded components and opti-
mization of pin mould design.

Given the importance of the pin actuation method in the field of
reconfigurable moulds using discrete pins, the focus of prior re-
search was overwhelmingly centred on hardware development,
concentrating on new concepts of pin actuation.
(a) Close packed  (b) Uniform spaced 

Fig. 2. The two types of pin layout.



Fig. 3. Framework of the methodology.
The attention paid to the development of support software is
also limited. Indeed, in order for any new concepts of reconfigura-
ble moulds to be applied widely in industry, it is essential for them
to be integrated with several other cutting edge technologies, e.g.
CAD/CAM, reverse engineering and mould machinery in order to
facilitate an automated representation of discrete pins of compo-
nents that enable rapid mould reconfiguration. This has not been
seen in prior research.

This paper addresses a new method of software development
for reconfigurable moulds utilising discrete pins. The overall aim
of the method is to provide a generic interface for general discrete
pin tooling to enable a quick reconfiguration of the mould to rep-
resent component geometry. The software is composed of three
parts: part discretization, pin matrix construction and adjustment
and pin matrix verification. The overall framework of the method-
ology is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The second part of the software, the
pin matrix construction and adjustment, will also be explained in
detail in this paper.
2. Discretization of candidate parts

The candidate parts to be moulded may come from virtual parts
created in commercial CAD software (e.g. Fig. 4a) and physical
parts (e.g. Fig. 4c). In the case of the former, part geometry is usu-
ally continuous and parametric, and the position of a component
regarding the individual pins is not available. It is thus essential
to divide the continuous surface into many small patches, so that
the position of the pins to these small patches can be calculated.
Dividing the continuous surface into small pieces is also called dis-
cretization. A part discretization function is generally not available
in standard commercial CAD software, but is a standard function of
the commercial Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software and is
called mesh generation function, therefore, part discretization is
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conducted using the commercial FEA software ABAQUS (e.g.
Fig. 4b). In the latter’s case, which is normally used when a physical
part instead of a virtual CAD model is available, 3D digital scanning
of the physical part may take place to obtain point cloud informa-
tion (e.g. Fig. 4d). In this study, the 3D scanning of the physical part
was undertaken using the Gom ATOSII optical scanner.
3. Discrete pin construction and adjustment

Visual Basic software is used to develop a user friendly interface
to allow users to process the output file based on the previous dis-
cretization process to obtain point position, and make a decision
about whether a new discrete-pin matrix or previous discrete-
pin matrix should be used. If a new discrete-pin matrix is needed,
it will be constructed parametrically, otherwise, the previous dis-
crete-pin matrix will be retrieved. After this process, the amount
of discrete-pin adjustment will be calculated based on the height
difference between the discrete-pin matrix and the component
geometry; and assessment will be made into whether the dis-
crete-pin matrix is suitable for the component; if not satisfactory,
it will give feedback for the purpose of avoiding problems at a later
stage.

In summary, the discrete pin construction and adjustment
package is composed of five parts: (1) Point processing: to process
the FEA file and scanned component file (point cloud file) to obtain
point (node) coordinate positions; (2) Discrete-pin matrix con-
struction: to construct a new discrete-pin matrix based on the
parameters input by the user; (3) Discrete-pin adjustment: to cal-
culate the amount of adjustment required of each discrete-pin; (4)
Saving and retrieval of discrete-pin matrix; (5) Evaluation: to as-
sess whether or not the overall size of a discrete-pin matrix and
the remaining length of individual pins are sufficient for the new
component.



3.1. Point processing

The output file from the component discretization process may
contain points coordinate positions as well as other information,
e.g. for the FEA file, it contains an element list, material properties,
etc. The point processing program is developed to read the compo-
(a) CAD model

(b) Discretization of CAD model

(c) Phy

Fig. 4. Examples of pa
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contains the node coordinate positions. The node definition starts
from the line ‘‘⁄ Node’’, and is followed by a number of lines, each
of which defines a node Pt(x,y,z) containing a node identity num-
ber, x, y and z coordinate values of the node with a ‘‘,’’ to separate
them. The line ‘‘⁄’’ indicates the end of the node definition. The
flow chart of the program to read a node position Pt(x,y,z) is shown
in Fig. 5.

The output file obtained from a 3D digital scan of a physical part
is a point cloud file which is a very straight forward format and has
many lines of text, each of which contain the x, y, z coordinate val-
ues of a point Pt(x,y,z). The point processing programme used to
obtain point information is similarly shown in Fig. 5.

3.2. Discrete-pin matrix construction

Assuming that all of the pins employed in a reconfigurable
mould are of the same size, the parameters of a discrete pin tooling
include number of rows r(r > 1), number of columns of pin c(c > 1),
pin diameter (Dp), length (Lp), and the distance between two dis-
crete-pin central axes in X and in Y directions, designated as Xp

and Yp, respectively. Uniform spaced pin distribution is considered,
whilst the close-packed pin arrangement is treated as a special
case of uniform space pin distribution with the condition that
Xp = Yp = Dp.

Let Pij be the pin at ith row and jth column of the discrete-pin
matrix (i 2 [1,r] and j 2 [1,c]), Pij is defined as a structure contain-
ing x, y, z0, z1, mx, mn, a and rl variables in Visual Basic as below.

Dim Pij as structure

fx as double; y as double; z0 as double; z1 as double;
mx as double; mn as double; rl as double; a as doubleg

where Pij � x and Pij � y are the X and Y coordinate values of the cen-
tre point on the top surface of the pin Pij, respectively; Pij � z0 and
Pij � z1 are the Z coordinate values of the centre point of the top sur-
face of the pin Pij before adjustment and after adjustment, respec-
tively; Pij �mx and Pij �mn are the maximum and minimum Z
values of the discretized point on the patch of the components in
response to which the discrete-pin Pij is to be adjusted; Pij � rl is
the remaining length of the discrete-pin Pij after machining (to be
explained later) and Pij � a is the amount of adjustment that the dis-
crete-pin Pij will be moved;

Two types of discrete-pin layout are considered: the pins are
evenly distributed as shown in Fig. 6a and misaligned distribution
as shown in Fig. 6b, in which the pins in the even rows have one
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pin fewer than those in the odd rows and the centre axis position
of the pin in even rows is misaligned Xp/2 in X direction from that
in the odd rows. Compared to evenly distributed pin layout, the
misaligned pin distribution has a better pin density, offering better
support to the part for the moulding process because of the
reduced gap between pins.

The coordinate system CS for the pin matrix is to be assigned at
the top centre position of the P11 as shown in Fig. 6. In this event,
for both even and misaligned pin distributions:

Pij � y ¼ Y�pði� 1Þ; i 2 ½1; r�; j 2 ½1; c� ð1Þ

For evenly distributed discrete pins shown in Fig. 6a:

Pij � x ¼ X�pðj� 1Þ; i 2 ½1; r�; j 2 ½1; c� ð2Þ

For misaligned distributed pin matrix shown in Fig. 6b,

Pij � x ¼ X�pðj� 1Þ; i 2 ½1; r�; i is odd; j 2 ½1; c� ð3Þ
Pij � x ¼ X�pðj� 1Þ þ 1=2�Xp; i 2 ½1; r�; i is even; j 2 ½1; c� 1� ð4Þ
3.3. Discrete-pin matrix adjustment

As illustrated in Fig. 7, when a node Pt(x,y,z) on the component
is read by the programme, it is firstly processed to identify the clos-
est pin within which the point is located. Let Pij be the closest pin
to Pt(x,y,z) in the XY plane of the CS, and Let Round(v) be the
mathematical function that returns the nearest integer of a real
number v. e.g. Round(4.3) = 4, Round(4.6) = 5, Thus, for both



Fig. 8. Three solutions to avoid dimples on moulded components.
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evenly and misaligned distributed pin layout shown in Fig. 6a
and b,

i ¼ RoundðPt � y=YpÞ þ 1 and i 2 ½1; r� ð5Þ

For even distribution of pin layout,

j ¼ RoundðPt � x=XpÞ þ 1 and j 2 ½1; c� ð6Þ

For misaligned distribution of pin layout,

if i is odd; then j ¼ RoundðPt � x=Xp þ 1Þ; and j 2 ½1; c� ð7Þ
if i is even; then j ¼ RoundðPt � x=Xp þ 1=2Þ;

and j 2 ½1; c� 1� ð8Þ
CN, PN, Dp, Xp, Yp, Lp, M, N, t
1, 1, P11.x, P11.y, P11.z0, P11.z1, P11.mx, P11.mn, P11.a, P11.sl 

1, 2, P12.x, P12.y, P12.z0, P12.z1, P12.mx, P12.mn, P12.a, P12.sl 

… 
i, j, Pij.x, Pij.y, Pij.z0, Pij.z1, Pij.mx, Pij.mn, Pij.a, Pij.sl 

… 

Fig. 10. The format of the discrete-pin matrix for saving and retrieval. 6

Once the closest Pin Pij to the Pt(x,y,z) is identified, it is necessary to
evaluate whether or not the Pt(x,y,z) is within the area of the Pij in
XY plane of the CS. The Pt(x,y,z) on the component that is outside
the area will be discarded, as illustrated in Fig. 7b:

jPtðx; y; zÞ � x� ði� 1Þ�Xpj < Dp=2 ð9Þ
jPtðx; y; zÞ � y� ðj� 1Þ�Ypj < Dp=2 ð10Þ

The Pij �mx and Pij �mn are obtained from the statement shown as
below:

If Pt � z > Pij �mx; then Pij �mx ¼ Pt � z ð11Þ
If Pt � z < Pij �mn; then Pij �mn ¼ Pt � z ð12Þ

A common problem associated with the discrete pin mould is that
discrete pins are in direct contact with components, and loadings
are concentrated on the pins, leaving dimples on the moulded com-
ponents and resulting in a poor surface finish. To avoid such a prob-
lem, three prior solutions have been proposed:

(1) Interpolator (see Fig. 8a); A rubber like interpolator was put
between discrete pins and the component; The interpolator
is well suited for application when the component geometry
is simple and there are no detailed small features; An
example of the interpolator can be found in references
[1,14,15];



(2) Filler; pins are moved to near-net positions (slightly below
the nominal part position as shown in Fig. 8b) filler is
applied to the top of the pins (Fig. 8c), and is machined off
(Fig. 8d), so that the filler after machining on the pins is con-
formable to component geometry. It should be noted that
applying filler to the discrete pins is suitable only for
close-packed discrete pins, where Xp = Yp = Dp.

(3) Machining; pins are moved to near net positions (slightly
above the nominal part position as shown in Fig. 8e) and
Fig. 11. Flow chart of the program7
are then machined off (Fig. 8f), such that the contact surface
of the pins is conformable with that of the part.

It is possible for discrete pins for interpolator and filler to be re-
used many times; however, if there is machining on the pins, the
pins will be shortened after each machining operation, therefore,
it is necessary to assess the remaining length of the pins after
pin adjustment and machining to ensure the sufficient length of
pins is left for the next operation.
me written using Visual Basic.



In the case of the interpolator, let the thickness of the interpo-
lator be t (t = 0 for filler and machining operation), and d is the
deformation of the interpolator generated during mould and can
be obtained from FEA simulation or from experiments, then the
pin position after adjustment will be:

Pij � z1 ¼ Pij �mn� t� d ð13Þ

In the case of using filler, which is applicable only for close packed
pins, where Dp = Xp = Yp, in order to apply minimal filler material,
the pin position should be:

Pij � z1 ¼ Pij �mn ð14Þ

In the case of applying machining on the pins, it is necessary to
move the pins above the components for machining operation. In
order for minimal material to be removed, the pin position after
adjustment is:

Pij � z1 ¼ Pij �mx ð15Þ

If a new pin matrix is constructed to represent a new component,
then:

Pij � z0 ¼ 0 and Pij � rl ¼ 0 ð16Þ

Otherwise, let the Pij
⁄ be the Pij of the previous component. The final

position of the Pij
⁄ will be the start position of the Pij for the solu-

tions of interpolator and filler, then:

Pij � z0 ¼ P�ij � z1 ð17Þ

When the machining operation is undertaken on discrete pins Pij,
the Pij

⁄ is firstly adjusted to the maximum height of the patch of
the component in response to the Pij

⁄, as shown in Fig. 9a, then is
machined according to the component profile as shown in Fig. 9b.
In order for the Pij to have sufficient material to cover the compo-
nent patch shown in as shown in Fig. 9c and d, then:

Pij � z0 ¼ P�ij �mn ð18Þ
Fig. 12. Interface of Visu8
Pij � a, which is the amount of movement of the pin Pij, is the differ-
ence between the final position and the initial position of the pin,
then:

Pij � a ¼ Pij � z1� Pij � z0 ð19Þ

Then, the remaining length of the pin after machining is:

Pij � rl ¼ Pij � rl� Pij � a ð20Þ
3.4. Discrete-pin matrix saving and retrieval

In order for the pin matrix to be adjusted to represent a new
component from the current position which is used to represent
another different component, it is essential to save and retrieve
the pin matrix.

The discrete-pin matrix, designated as DPM is constructed as
below:

DPM ¼ fCN;PN; c; r;Dp;Xp;Yp; Lp;M;N; t; i; j;P11; . . . ; i; j;Pij; . . .g

where CN is the component name, PN is the pin matrix name, M
represents the type of pin layout, and is Boolean type; M = 0 for
evenly distributed pin layout; M = 1 for misaligned pin layout. N
is the type of operation conducted on the pins, N = 1 for interpola-
tor, N = 2 for filler and N = 3 for machining operation. Information
for the whole discrete-pin matrix DPM is saved according to the for-
mat shown in Fig. 10.

3.5. Evaluation, programme flowchart and interface

Evaluation is required in order to assess whether or not the
discrete-pin matrix is suitable for the component or not. The eval-
uation criteria are: the component size should be smaller than that
of the overall discrete-pins and the remaining length of each
al Basic programme.



(a) CAD model (c) pin adjusted virtually 

(d) pin adjusted physically (e) Pin machined (f) Vacuum formed 
component 

(b) part discretized 

Fig. 13. Example of reconfigurable mould.
individual pin should be sufficient for the amount of adjustment,
e.g. 20% of the original length of the pin. The programme first cal-
culates the maximum X and Y positions of the discretized compo-
nents using the statement below for every point read by the
program:

If Pt � y > Ymax; then Ymax ¼ Pt � y ð21Þ
If Pt � y < Ymin; then Ymin ¼ Pt � y ð22Þ
If Pt � x > Xmax; then Xmax ¼ Pt � x ð23Þ
If Pt � x < Xmin; then Xmin ¼ Pt � x ð24Þ

As the coordinate system is put on pin P11, the valuation is to ensure
that:

Pi1 � x < Xmin and P1j � y < Ymin ð25Þ
Pic � x > Xmax and Prj � y > Ymax ð26Þ
Pij � rl > 0:2�Lp ð27Þ

As G code will be generated automatically from the software to
drive machine tools for machining, part geometry limitation is
important for the cases of machining of pins and machining of filler.
Without these limitations, the machine tool may be driven by G
codes to machine the base of the discrete pin or the base of the ma-
chine, instead of the pins, the result can be catastrophic

The programme flow chart and interface for discrete pin con-
struction, adjustment and evaluation are shown in Figs. 11 and
12, respectively.

4. Display and verification

After calculating the adjustment of the discrete-pins, it may be
necessary to display the discrete-pin matrix within in a CAD/CAM
environment in order to verify whether or not the discrete-pins
are in the correct position before any physical operations are
carried out on the discrete-pin matrix. The geometry and the final
position of the discrete-pin matrix after adjustment are generated
automatically based on the discrete-pin matrix file saved for retrie-
val by the programme developed within the Unigraphics/Grip
environment.
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5. Case study

A car model was generated within a commercial CAD software
and saved as a neutral file format (⁄.igs) as shown in Fig. 13a.
The car model was inputted into ABAQUS CAD and discretized as
shown in Fig. 13b. The meshed file was processed by the Visual Ba-
sic programme using the interface shown in Fig. 12 to calculate the
amount of discrete-pin adjustment. The final position of the dis-
crete-pin was saved as a txt file and exported to CAD software Uni-
graphics using the GRIP programme, and a 3D simplified pin
matrix was created automatically as shown in Fig. 13c, making it
possible for it to be compared to the original CAD model. Once
the position of the discrete-pins is verified, the pin matrix file will
be used as input for the physical pin adjustment (Fig. 13d). After
the adjustment, the surface can be subsequently machined as
shown in Fig. 13e. A vacuum formed product using the pin mould
can be found in Fig. 13f.
6. Conclusions

Traditional moulds are expensive and dedicated. The demand
for a reconfigurable mould is greater than ever in the modern man-
ufacturing environment. The focus of prior research was over-
whelmingly placed on hardware development, concentrating on
new concepts of pin actuation. The attention of the support soft-
ware development to enable an automated reconfiguration of dis-
crete pins is limited. A new method of software development can
be conducted with the purpose of producing a rapid representation
of component geometry and automating the calculation of pin
adjustment based on the difference of the geometry of current
and previous components.

The 3D geometry of a component is firstly discretized using an
FE mesh generator or from 3D digital scanning, and the geometry
information of the component is processed to calculate the amount
of pin adjustment. The matrix of pins after adjustment is saved and
retrieved for reuse in the subsequent component. Evaluation is
conducted to ensure that pin matrix is suitable for the component.
The pin matrix file can be read by CAD software in order to display



the pin position for visually assessing whether all the pins are in
the right position. A close packed discrete pin matrix with a misa-
ligned layout for the vacuum forming process has been demon-
strated as a case study.
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